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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide centres with an insight into the assessment process 
and to give an overview of how candidates approached each question. 

In this series, candidates performed well, engaged positively with the texts and produced 
some developed and sophisticated responses. Clear knowledge and understanding of the 
requirements of each question was present, demonstrating that centres had prepared 
candidates thoroughly for the standard of the examination.

The majority of candidates managed their time effectively and there was a decrease in the 
amount of questions left unanswered this year, which was pleasing to see. 

Centres should provide candidates with opportunities to familiarise themselves with the 
content and format of the examination paper, ensuring that they have a clear understanding 
of the requirements of each question before the examination. It is recommended that 
candidates should read through all five questions, as well as the extracts in the source 
booklet, before beginning their written response.

The paper was divided into two sections, providing an opportunity for progressive analysis 
in Section A and an extended comparative analysis in Section B. Candidates were invited to 
analyse three texts representative of the spoken, written and electronic modes of language.

Section A

This section provided three groups of data from a single genre, engaging students in an 
analysis of four questions (Q) of varying application. In this series, the Mode was electronic, 
featuring ‘Tweets’ written by politicians, celebrities and social commentators.

Q1 This question assessed candidates’ identification of linguistic terminology and recognition 
of key features. Candidates must comment on the bold underlined feature selected from the 
group of tweets and find a different example of the same feature within the source material 
provided.

Q2 In this question, candidates must consider the four contextual factors of Mode, 
Field, Function and Tenor, and explain how they influence the language used in ‘tweets’. 
Candidates should make reference to all three groups.

Q3 This question invited candidates to identify similarities and differences between the 
language features of two of the groups. This year, the comparison was between political and 
celebrity tweets. Candidates needed to focus on the linguistic features used within the texts 
and support their comparison with critical discussion.

Q4 This question is synoptic for Section A, engaging candidates in a linguistic investigation 
of a ‘mystery text’ with the aim of identifying the sub-group to which it was most likely to 
belong, based on the language features present. Candidates should note the content of their 
analysis for Q2 and Q3 and focus on the sub-group that had not been investigated.

Section B

This section contained Q5, which was an extended comparative essay. Candidates were asked 
to compare an article and a transcript from a video blog in the written and spoken Mode.

Q5 in this question, candidates should make sure their analysis was applied equally to 
both texts. A focus on one text over the other will affect marks. Marks in Assessment 
Objective (AO) 2 are awarded for the discussion of presentation of self, relating to Theories 
of Language and marks for AO3 are achieved by the discussion of presentation of self, 
represented by the contextual factors and key constituents.  
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Question 1
The majority of candidates were able to apply terminology accurately to the underlined 
terms and demonstrated a strong understanding of the expectations of this question. 
Examples of the responses provided by candidates are given below.

Q1 (a) Bethnal Green

Some candidates identified that this was the pre-modifier in a noun phrase, with the most 
common response being Proper Noun. The terms Proper and Noun were both awarded a 
single mark each. 

Candidates were not awarded marks for commenting on features that were not underlined 
or for general terms such as place name or location.

Q1(b) Saturday nighting

The majority of students achieved full marks for this question, providing a range of 
features such as verb, present continuous and colloquial. Candidates were also credited for 
neologism and for describing the morphological structure of turning a noun into a verb using 
an inflectional suffix. 

Candidates were able to provide a range of examples from the source booklet of verbs or 
verbing but examples that were not awarded were mind blowing, hardworking or unsettling, 
because these were acting as adjectives in the texts.

Q1(c) BTW journos

Many candidates managed the correct answers to this feature with the most common 
responses being abbreviation, clipping, informal or colloquial. Vocative was also awarded  
a mark. 

Candidates should remember that they cannot use the same feature twice in Q1. Candidates 
who had used the term neologism or informal/colloquial as a response in Q1 (b) were not 
awarded a mark for using it again in Q1 (c). Appropriate examples were also provided, 
which led to the majority of candidates receiving the full 3 marks.

Q1 (d) Reject them both

Candidates provided a range of correct responses to this question, achieving full marks. A 
wide range of terminology was utilised such as imperative/command, simple sentence and 
deixis. Most candidates were successful in providing an imperative and an example for this 
question. Common incorrect answers were declarative and general terms, such as short 
sentence.

Q1(e) Stronger position in Scotland than UK

Many candidates did manage this question successfully but there were a few common 
incorrect responses. Comparative was not awarded a mark because it referred only to 
one aspect of the example. Vague terms such as comparison, incomplete sentence and 
mistaking ellipsis for elision were not awarded. Strong responses provided declarative, minor 
sentence and ellipsis. 

The majority of responses were relevant and demonstrated a strong knowledge of linguistic 
terminology taught at this level. This year saw a significant improvement in candidates' 
technique for part (ii) with clarity being provided in the following ways:

• underlining the selected feature within the quote 

• quoting an example and stating the feature selected for answer eg (ii) Cherry Groce - 
Proper Noun

• quoting a single feature allowing no opportunity for ambiguity

Examiners do mark positively and will reward marks for two correct linguistic terms provided 
in one answer. 
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Always make sure that the example you select from the text is the same as one of the two 
features you have identified in part (i).

Some terminology can take the same form but have a different function, such as word class. 
Always double-check that your example is relevant.
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This candidate demonstrates a good knowledge of 
terminology and is awarded one mark for 'present 
participle' and one mark for 'verb'.

The candidate's example of 'unsettling' did not receive 
a mark because in the source booklet it is an adjective 
modifier,' unsettling prospects'.

(a) = 2 marks

(b) = 2 marks

(c) = 2 marks

(d) = 1 mark

(e) = 3 marks

Total = 10 marks 

Examiner Comments

Never use the same feature more than once. If you 
use 'noun' as an answer for Q1 (a)  then you will not 
be awarded a mark for 'noun' in Q1 (c).

Examiner Tip
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Question 2
Candidates produced strong responses to this question and engaged well with the genre of 
‘twitter’. 

The majority of candidates approached the question using the Mode, Field, Function, and 
Tenor framework. They addressed the contextual factors in a structured way and explored at 
least one with some complexity, which was pleasing to see. 

Low band responses only discussed the identification of one or two contextual factors, 
without recognising that they would affect the language across the groups. Many low band 
responses were able to identify the variations in formality across the groups and electronic 
features synonymous with tweets, such as hash tags, phonetic spelling and emoticons. 

The higher band responses explored the significant features of twitter, and the impact of the 
professions of the writers, very well. Candidates focussed on the purpose of self-promotion 
and how celebrities used direct address to create a close rapport with their followers and fan 
base, whilst politicians were distant - to maintain professionalism. 

Stronger responses expanded on this by discussing how tweeters converged or diverged 
from their audience, how the fields represented celebrity lifestyles and social and political 
issues, which would engage their target audience. 

Generally, candidates were successful in responding to this question, referencing all three 
groups and managing to achieve marks in Band 2. Lower mid-band marks were too limited 
in their discussion. Either they only referred to the four contextual factors in a formulaic 
way, or only applied them to one group of data. 
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This is a good example of a high band answer that is 
concise and takes a holistic approach.

Here, the candidate refers to referential and 
expressive functions, which makes their response 
more sophisticated and shows a wider understanding 
than using only general terms such as to inform or 
entertain.

The candidate discusses each contextual factor 
and mentions a range of features to illustrate their 
points.

They do not quote directly from the source booklet  - 
for Q2 this is not a requirement.

Their discussion of Tenor demonstrates a strong 
awareness of the addresser/addressee relationship 
and an understanding of how celebrities want to be 
able to relate to their followers, whilst politicians 
need to maintain distance.

 Total = 9 marks

Examiner Comments

Make use of all opportunities to use terminology.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3
Most candidates discussed the lexical content of both data sets, often explaining these 
through the proposed audience for each.

For grammar, many candidates did well to identify the different sentence functions. They 
recognised Groups A‘s use of declaratives and imperatives to inform and garner support, 
contrasting with the exclamatives in Group B as a method of conveying excitement for their 
projects. 

Strong responses explained the self-promotion function of the groups and discussed the 
effect of their professions on how they interacted with followers with reference to face and 
convergence. 

Low band responses gave quite general comments on language use, comparing lexical 
differences and feature-spotting without any real analysis of the complexity of the language 
used in each group. Some pertinent points of contrast were made, but these related mainly 
to the difference in formality. 

Candidates demonstrated a good knowledge of key constituents during their analysis of this 
question and used terminology appropriately.
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This candidate compares the features of both groups, directly linking 
to the different professions of the tweeters and how it impacts on 
Function and Tenor.

The candidate elaborates on the reasons for each feature present, such 
as how politicians assume their followers are informed on their issues - 
hence the use of context-bound language.

They use a range of terminology and reference the theory of Positive 
Face when discussing the persona created by celebrities to relate to 
their fans.

AO2 - 4 marks

AO3 - 4  marks 

Total = 8 marks

Examiner Comments
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Question 4
Generally, candidates approached this question methodically, matching evidence from three 
mystery tweets with elements of a variety of extracts across the groups. 

Most candidates focussed on the lexical similarities, with some going on to consider a 
grammatical element such as sentence functions and ellipsis.

There were some sophisticated responses where the discussion of language features was 
focussed, developed and woven in with contextual features, very effectively. Particularly 
notable were the comments on how the language of the political and social commentators 
was used to raise awareness of, and assassinate, the values of the oppositions. 

AO2 marks were generally stronger in this question because many candidates discussed the 
use of the accommodation theory, politeness strategies or Positive Face, when discriminating 
between the tweets. Having three mystery texts allowed for a range of features on which 
low-band and high-band candidates could comment.

High-band candidates were able to show clear and detailed linguistic reasons as to why the 
mystery tweets belonged to their chosen groups. They discussed the use of constructed 
personas and shared knowledge between them and the audience.  

Lower band responses tended to make general and underdeveloped comments on formality 
or feature-spotting, with limited discussion.
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The candidate gives clear reasons why they believe one of the mystery texts 
belongs to Group A.

They identify lexical and semantic features in the field of politicians and link to 
the function of highlighting issues and creating debate. 

They then develop this further by providing examples of similar techniques 
used in Group A, to reinforce the connection.

This candidate identifies that the logogram '4' would normally be associated 
with the other groups. However, then they discredit this by highlighting that the 
Standard English used within the text is typical of political tweets.

A02 - 3 marks

A03 - 8 marks

Total = 11 marks

Examiner Comments

Use features to demonstrate the similarities with 
a group but also to discriminate what eliminates 
it from other groups.

Examiner Tip
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Question 5
On the whole, the responses to this question were good, with most candidates exploring 
presentation of self, to some extent. 

Many candidates showed a detailed understanding of the Mode, Field, Function, Tenor and 
Language use in both texts and managed to compare and contrast them quite effectively. 

Regarding AO2, stronger responses demonstrated clear evidence of theoretical awareness. 
The most successful approaches applied Accommodation Theory, Austin and Searle, along 
with Goffman’s or Brown and Levinson’s Face Theories, to produce more meaningful 
discussions and achieve marks in the upper bands. 

However, a lot of candidates recognised that Text A was written by a female and 
immediately began to discuss Lakoff, attributing most language features - unsuccessfully - 
to the subject's gender and not to her exploits or the function of the text.

Some candidates did make some relevant comments on gender relating to the subject's 
upbringing, self-belief and strong character as a female performer, whilst low band 
candidates compared use of taboo lexis within the texts. 

Lower band responses were often judgemental about the writer trying to ‘show off’ and also 
identified the speaker in Text B as being 'common' and 'uneducated' due to his accent. 

Stronger responses showed more critical engagement. For example, they explored the use 
of language in Text A to describe and recreate the excitement and nostalgia of the event and 
promotion of her new album, as well as the self-deprecating humour used by the writer in 
Text B to create a closer Tenor and generate more subscribers. 

In AO3, most candidates achieved at least a Band 3, with the majority able to go beyond 
the level of lexis to analyse significant features of grammar, discourse, phonology and 
pragmatics, supporting their claims with precise reference to key constituents in the texts. 

The best responses for AO3 were those where candidates used contextual frameworks to 
deconstruct both texts.

This question was directed towards AO2.
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Throughout the script, the candidate applies a range 
of theories to their discussion, demonstrating strong 
understanding of concepts and issues.

Here, they reference Brown and Levinson's Positive 
Face and link it with creating a casual, enticing 
persona for the audience.

They also recognise that, although the Mode is 
spoken, there would be some elements of planning 
in what to say on the blog to ensure fluency, 
demonstrating an awareness of context.

AO1 =   8 marks

AO2 = 13 marks

AO3 = 19 marks

Total = 40 marks 

Examiner Comments
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Paper Summary
A good standard was evident this year. Based on their performance on this paper candidates 
are offered the following advice.

• Employ effective time management in the examination to ensure that appropriate time 
is spent on each question in relation to the Assessment Objectives

• Q1 - remember to check that your example from the source booklet is an example of 
one of the two features you have identified

• Q2 - consider the overarching contextual factors across all three groups. Do not limit 
your response to one set of data in the genre or to discussing only one contextual factor

• Q5 - ensure that you balance your analysis equally between the two texts in and apply a 
range of theories

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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